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Abstract

In the context of plasma wakefield acceleration beam driven, we exploit a high density charge trailing bunch whose self-
fields act by mitigating the energy spread increase via beam loading compensation, together with bunch self-contain
operated by the self-consistent transverse field. The work, that will be experimentally tested in the SPARC LAB test
facility, consists of a parametric scan that allows to find optimized parameters in order to preserve the high quality of
the trailing bunch over the entire centimeters acceleration length, with a final energy spread increase of 0.1% and an
emittance increase of 5 nm. The stability of trailing bunch parameters after acceleration is tested employing a systematic
scan of the parameters of the bunches at the injection. The results show that the energy spread increase keeps lower
than 1% and the emittance increase is lower than 0.02 mm mrad in all the simulations performed. The energy jitter is
of the order of 5%.
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1. Introduction1

In this work we propose an ideal numerical study for2

a scheme of high quality plasma wakefield acceleration3

beam driven [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] in the range of interest of the4

SPARC LAB test facility [7]. The study is ideal because5

the used bunches are generated in code and bi-Gaussian.6

The plasma is assumed uniform flat top, since we did not7

consider at this stage the effects of longitudinal ramps8

and it has been evaluated that the radial dependency of9

plasma density is negligible for the SPARC LAB experi-10

mental configuration [8]. This working point exploits a11

high density charge trailing bunch whose self-fields act12

by mitigating the energy spread increase via beam load-13

ing compensation, together with bunch self-contain op-14

erated by the self-consistent transverse field. The energy15

spread is preserved exploiting the flattening of the field16

generated by longitudinal beam loading [9, 10]. The idea17

of accelerating a high density trailing bunch on the wake18

of a low density bunch has been originally presented by19

the same authors in a PhD thesis work [11] and the ex-20

ploitation of the beam loading effect to preserve bunch21

quality has also been considered in the context of the22

AWAKE experiment at CERN [12]. This work starts from23

the design of a working point involving a low bright-24

ness [13, 14] driving bunch that generates an accelerating25
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wake in linear regime and a very high brightness trail-26

ing bunch with parameters that are compatible with the27

bunches produced at the SPARC LAB photo-injector us-28

ing the hollow beam velocity bunching scheme [15]. The29

scheme robustness is tested using parameter jitters that30

were measured in preparation of the plasma acceleration31

experiment. In our simulations, we also exploit the ro-32

bustness of the proposed working point. We define as ‘ro-33

bustness’ the ability of a given scenario to tolerate small34

perturbations without producing a significant variation35

in the phase space dilution, i.e. for the trailing bunch. Ro-36

bustness is exploited verifying that any small variations37

do not lead to any instability growth that might signifi-38

cantly affect or the energy spread nor the emittance. In-39

stead of linearly varying each parameter that can lead us40

to a large number of simulations, we prefer to leverage41

on the Latin Hypercube Sampling generally used in this42

scenarios but in the field of RF accelerator. The LHS ran-43

domly selects each parameter in a given range of toler-44

ance by generating a number of virtual machines with si-45

multaneous parameter variation. The choice of LHS is46

also dictated by the necessity to consider correlated ef-47

fects and to demonstrate the stability where no parameter48

dominates the seeding of instability.49

The SPARC LAB photo-injector is composed of a 1.650

cell BNL/UCLA/SLAC type gun, operating at S-band51

(2.856 GHz) with a peak field of 120 MV/m on the copper52

metallic photocathode that generates a 5.6 MeV electron53
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